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SUMMARY

While rods in the mammalian retina regenerate
rhodopsin through a well-characterized pathway in
cells of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), cone
visual pigments are thought to regenerate in part
through an additional pathway in M€uller cells of the
neural retina. The proteins comprising this intrinsic
retinal visual cycle are unknown. Here, we show that
RGR opsin and retinol dehydrogenase-10 (Rdh10)
convert all-trans-retinol to 11-cis-retinol during expo-
sure to visible light. Isolated retinas from Rgr+/+ and
Rgr�/� mice were exposed to continuous light, and
cone photoresponses were recorded. Cones in
Rgr�/� retinas lost sensitivity at a faster rate than
cones in Rgr+/+ retinas. A similar effect was seen in
Rgr+/+ retinas following treatment with the glial cell
toxin, a-aminoadipic acid. These results show that
RGR opsin is a critical component of the M€uller cell
visual cycle and that regeneration of cone visual
pigment can be driven by light.

INTRODUCTION

Light perception in the retina begins with the absorption of a

photon by an opsin visual pigment. The light-absorbingmolecule

in most animals is 11-cis-retinaldehyde (11cRAL), which is

coupled to the opsin protein as a Schiff base and converted by

light to the lower-energy isomer, all-trans-retinaldehyde (atRAL).

The resulting change in opsin conformation activates its associ-

ated G protein and, thereby, the visual transduction cascade in

both vertebrate and invertebrate photoreceptors. Rhabdomeric

photoreceptors in the eyes of insects and other invertebrates

contain bistable opsins where the atRAL remains covalently

coupled to the protein following its activation (Fain et al., 2010).

Absorption of a second photon converts the atRAL back to

11cRAL, which restores light sensitivity without the need for

enzymatic synthesis of 11cRAL. In contrast, ciliary photorecep-

tors, such as rods and cones in the retinas of mammals, contain
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bleaching opsins that dissociate following light activation to yield

free atRAL and unliganded apo-opsin. Light sensitivity is

restored when apo-opsin combines with another 11cRAL to

form a new visual pigment. Therefore, to sustain light sensitivity,

ciliary photoreceptors must be supplied with chromophore at a

rate that matches its rate of consumption through photoisomeri-

zation. Under dim light, this conversion is carried out in cells of

the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) by an enzyme pathway

called the visual cycle. Under daylight conditions, however, pho-

toisomerization of visual opsins in rods and cones far outstrips

the synthesis of 11cRAL by this pathway (Mata et al., 2002).

The mechanism whereby mammalian photoreceptors maintain

light sensitivity under daylight conditions is unknown.

Accumulating evidence suggests the existence of a second

visual cycle that regenerates cone visual pigments at least in

part in the neural retina. Cones, but not rods, were shown to

recover photosensitivity following light exposure in isolated ret-

inas from multiple species, including humans and mice (Gold-

stein, 1970; Hood and Hock, 1973; Wang and Kefalov, 2009).

M€uller cells have been implicated in this process by several previ-

ous observations: (1) M€uller cells express multiple retinoid-pro-

cessingproteins, including cellular-retinaldehyde-bindingprotein

(CRALBP, Bunt-Milam and Saari, 1983), cellular-retinol-binding

protein-1 (CRBP1, Huang et al., 2009), retinol dehydrogenase-

10 (Rdh10, Wu et al., 2004), retinol dehydrogenase-11 (Rdh11,

Haeseleer et al., 2002), and retinol dehydrogenase-14 (Rdh14,

Haeseleer et al., 2002); (2) cultured M€uller cells take up atROL

and release 11-cis-retinol (11cROL) into themedium (Betts-Obre-

gon et al., 2014; Das et al., 1992); and (3) treatment of isolated

retinas with the glial cell toxin, a-aminoadipic acid (a-AAA) (Ja-

blonski and Iannaccone, 2000), abolished recovery of cone sensi-

tivity in isolated retina (Wang and Kefalov, 2009). Because only

11cRAL can regenerate bleached opsin, these observations

suggest further that cones, but not rods, contain an 11cROL

dehydrogenase (11cRDH) activity that converts 11cROL to

11cRAL (Mata et al., 2002; Sato and Kefalov, 2016). Hence, the

proposed M€uller-cell visual cycle provides a ‘‘private pipeline’’

of chromophore precursor to regenerate cone opsin.

Cones are responsible for vision in bright light and operate at

high rates of opsin photoisomerization. Recovery of cone sensi-

tivity was shown to be limited by chromophore supply (Wang

et al., 2014), emphasizing the importance of the retinal visual
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cycle to cone function. Two proteins were tentatively identified

as components of the M€uller-cell visual cycle: dihydroceramide

desaturase-1 (Des1) (Kaylor et al., 2013) and multifunctional

O-acyltransferase (MFAT) (Kaylor et al., 2014). When co-ex-

pressed in cultured cells, Des1 and MFAT converted atROL to

11-cis-retinyl esters (11cREs), a lipid-soluble storage form of

11cROL. This ‘‘isomerosynthase’’ activity was also observed in

homogenates of cone-dominant chicken and ground squirrel ret-

inas but was undetectable in homogenates of rod-dominant

mouse or cow retinas (Mata et al., 2002). Retinas from cone-

dominant species contain 11cRE’s, possibly due to Des1-

MFAT activity, while 11cRE’s were undetectable in rod-domi-

nant retinas (Mata et al., 2002). Recent studies have shown

that mice with a conditional null mutation of the Des1 gene in

M€uller cells recover cone sensitivity normally (Kiser et al.,

2019). For these reasons, Des1 probably plays no role in the

regeneration of mouse cone opsin. RPE cells contain a retinoid

isomerase (retinal pigment epithelium-specific 65-kDa protein

or Rpe65) coupled to a retinyl-ester synthase (lecithin retinol

acyltransferase or LRAT); however, neither Rpe65 nor LRAT is

expressed in the neural retina (Kiser et al., 2019; Mata et al.,

2005). Hence, the LRAT-Rpe65 isomerase system does not

contribute to cone opsin regeneration in isolated retinas. The

proteins responsible for 11cROL synthesis by M€uller cells and

the recovery of cone sensitivity in isolated retinas following a

photobleach are hence unknown.

Retinal G protein-coupled receptor (RGR) opsin is a non-

visual opsin in intracellular membranes of RPE and M€uller

cells (Pandey et al., 1994). In contrast to the visual opsins in

photoreceptors, RGR opsin covalently binds atRAL in the

dark, which is isomerized to 11cRAL upon exposure to light

(Hao and Fong, 1999). Despite its name, RGR opsin lacks

the conserved (E/D)R(Y/W/F) and NPxxY(x)5,6F motifs required

for interaction of a receptor with its G protein (Franke et al.,

1992; Fritze et al., 2003). Thus, RGR is probably not a

signaling molecule, consistent with its proposed role as a pho-

toisomerase (Hao and Fong, 1999). Point mutations in the

human Rgr gene are responsible for the inherited blinding dis-

ease retinitis pigmentosa (RP) in a small subset of cases (Mor-

imura et al., 1999). Mice with a knockout mutation in the Rgr

gene showed lower levels of rhodopsin and diminished rod

b-wave amplitudes by in vivo electroretinography after expo-

sure to bright light, suggesting that RGR plays a role in chro-

mophore synthesis (Chen et al., 2001a). However, other

studies on Rgr�/� mice found no light-dependent effects of

RGR on rod photopigment regeneration (Maeda et al., 2003;

Wenzel et al., 2005).

In this study, we present the first evidence for a role of RGR

opsin in the regeneration of cone visual pigment. We show that

RGR opsin functionally pairs with Rdh10 to carry out the light-

dependent conversion of atROL to 11cROL. This activity was

found in cultured cells expressing both RGR and Rdh10, and, in

retinal fractions from normal, but not Rgr�/� mutant, mice lack-

ing RGR opsin (Chen et al., 2001a). These findings suggest that

RGR opsin and Rdh10 serve together as a light-dependent

11cROL generator. To test this possibility, we measured the

sensitivity of cones in isolated retinas from normal and Rgr�/�
mice during exposure to bright light. Cone responses in Rgr�/�
retinas lost peak amplitude and sensitivity at a significantly faster

rate than cones in Rgr+/+ retinas. A similar effect was seen in

Rgr+/+ retinas following treatment with a-AAA. These results indi-

cate thatmaintenance and recovery of cone responses in isolated

mouse retinas requires a light-driven visual cycle that depends on

RGR opsin. Thus, ciliary photoreceptors of vertebrates, like the

rhabdomeric photoreceptors of invertebrates, can use light itself

to regenerate visual pigment.

RESULTS

Coupled Photoisomerization and Oxidoreduction of
Vitamin A by RGR Opsin and Rdh10
M€uller cells take up atROL discharged by rods and cones during

light exposure and release 11cROL to regenerate cone visual

pigments (Betts-Obregon et al., 2014; Das et al., 1992; Mata

et al., 2002). This activity could be carried out by RGR opsin in

conjunction with a reversible retinol dehydrogenase with dual-

substrate specificity. RGR opsin from bovine RPE was found

to co-purify with retinol dehydrogenase-5 (Rdh5) (Simon et al.,

1995), suggesting an interaction between these proteins (Chen

et al., 2001b). However, Rdh5 is not expressed in the retina

(Huang et al., 2009) and hence is an unlikely component of the

retina visual cycle. In contrast, Rdh10 is present in both RPE

and M€uller cells (Wu et al., 2004). Further, Rdh10 exhibits dual-

substrate specificity, favoring oxidation of atROL (Wu et al.,

2002) and reduction of 11cRAL (Farjo et al., 2009). These prop-

erties suggest that RGR opsin and Rdh10 may cooperate in

the presence of light to convert atROL to 11cROL. To test this

possibility, we expressed bovine RGR opsin and Rdh10 alone

and together in HEK293T cells. Cells were placed in assaymedia

containing atROL and were maintained in darkness or exposed

to UV-filtered white light (400-nm cutoff) for 30 min. Media and

cells from each culture dish were extracted into hexane and

analyzed for retinoid content by normal-phase high-perfor-

mance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Low levels of 11cROL

were observed in media from all cells maintained in darkness

(Figure 1A). Similarly, media from light-exposed cells expressing

RGR alone, Rdh10 alone, or neither protein also contained low

11cROL. However, media from cells co-expressing RGR opsin

and Rdh10 and exposed to light contained dramatically higher

11cROL (Figure 1A). Chromatograms are shown in Figure S1.

At the same time, levels of 11cRAL were not increased in media

from light-exposed cells expressing RGR opsin and Rdh10 (Fig-

ure S2). These findings suggest close cooperativity between

RGR opsin and Rdh10 such that 11cRAL produced by RGR

photoisomerization is quantitatively reduced to 11cROL before

it can escape into the media.

RGR Opsin and Rdh10 Interact Specifically
To test whether the interaction between RGR and Rdh10 is spe-

cific, we co-expressed RGR opsin in 293T cells with other retinol

dehydrogenases from RPE and M€uller cells. As before, we incu-

bated these expressing 293T cells in media containing atROL

and exposed the cells to UV-filtered white light. Negative

controls included non-recombinant plasmid, RGR opsin alone,

or Rdh10 alone. Cells expressing RGR opsin and Rdh10 from

human, mouse, or chicken produced significant amounts of
Neuron 102, 1172–1183, June 19, 2019 1173



Figure 1. Production of 11cROL from atROL

by RGROpsin and Rdh10 in Cells Exposed to

Light

(A) HEK293T cells were transfected with equal

amounts of non-recombinant plasmid (pcDNA3.1)

or plasmids containing the coding regions for

Rdh10 (pcDNA3.1-bRdh10), RGR opsin

(pcDNA3.1-bRGR), or both. After 2 days in culture

to allow for protein expression, the culture media

were supplemented with 5.0 mM atROL and 2%

BSA under dim red light. Then, the cell cultures

(�80% confluent) were incubated at 37�C for

30 min in the dark or exposed to monochromatic

light (470 nm ± 10 nm at 0.2 W/m2). Cell culture

media were collected, extracted, and analyzed for

retinoid content by normal-phase HPLC. Note the

production of 11cROL only in media from light-

exposed cells expressing both Rdh10 and RGR

opsin (p < 0.001) relative to the other transfection

and light-exposure conditions.

(B) HEK cells were transfected with non-recombi-

nant plasmid (pcDNA3.1) alone, plasmid containing

the coding region for RGR opsin plus pcDNA3.1, or

plasmid containing the coding region for RGRopsin

plus plasmid containing the coding region for Rdh5

(human), Rdh8 (human), Rdh10 (human, mouse, or

chicken), Rdh11 (human), or Rdh14 (human), as

indicated. After 2 days in culture, the culture media

were supplemented with 5.0 mM atROL and 2%

BSA under dim red light. Then, all cell cultures were

incubated for 30 min during exposure to monochromatic light (470 nm ± 10 nm at 0.2 W/m2). Culture media were collected, extracted, and analyzed by normal-

phase HPLC for retinoid contents, expressed as pmoles per culture dish. Note the production of 11cROL (p < 0.001) in medium from cells expressing Rdh10 and

RGR opsin, but not from cells expressing the other retinol dehydrogenases plus RGR opsin.

(C) Action spectrum of RGR and Rdh10. HEK293T cells were transfected with equal amounts of non-recombinant plasmid (pcDNA3.1) or plasmids containing

the coding regions for Rdh10 (pcDNA3.1-bRdh10), RGR opsin (pcDNA3.1-bRGR), or both. After 2 days in culture, the media were supplemented with 5 mM

atROL and 2% BSA under dim red light. The cell plates (�80% confluent) were exposed to monochromatic light (20-nm bandwidth) of wavelengths

425–575 nm for 30 min or maintained in darkness. The light intensities were adjusted to deliver the same photon flux at each wavelength (0.35 W/m2 at 425 nm

to 0.26 W/m2 at 575 nm). The media above these plates were collected, extracted, and analyzed for retinoid contents, which are expressed as pmoles per mg

total protein. Wavelengths between 425 and 525 nm showed increased production of 11-cis-retinol (p < 0.01) relative to cells maintained in darkness or the

other monochromatic light wavelengths.

Each bar represents n = 3 plates of transfected cells. Data represent mean ± SD; n.s., not significant, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA with

Tukey’s post hoc analysis.
11cROL (Figure 1B). In contrast, cells expressing RGR opsin

alone or RGR plus Rdh5, Rdh8, Rdh11, or Rdh14 produced

only background levels of 11cROL. These data indicate that

Rdh10 interacts selectively with RGR opsin to convert atROL

into 11cROL, althoughRdh11-Rdh14 also act on 11c- and at-ret-

inoids (Haeseleer et al., 2002). Similar rates of 11cROL formation

were observed with Rdh10’s from mouse, human, or chicken

(Figure 1B), indicating similar activities of the three homologs.

Therefore, the redox photoisomerase activity of RGR opsin is

specific to Rdh10.

The Action Spectrum of RGR Photoisomerase Activity
Corresponds to Its Absorption Spectrum
RGR opsin combined with atRAL exhibits absorption maxima

(lmax) at 375 and 466 nm, corresponding to non-protonated

and protonated forms of the retinylidene Schiff base (Hao and

Fong, 1996). Since the ocular medium blocks transmittance of

light below 400 nm in humans (Boettner and Wolter, 1962),

only protonated RGR opsin may function in vivo as a retinalde-

hyde photoisomerase. To confirm that RGR opsin is responsible
1174 Neuron 102, 1172–1183, June 19, 2019
for the light-dependent conversion of atROL to 11cROL, we

repeated the assays on cells expressing RGR and Rdh10 with

monochromatic light (20-nm bandwidth) of wavelengths 425-

to-575 nm. Light intensities were adjusted to yield equal photon

fluxes at each wavelength. Other plates of expressing cells were

exposed to UV-filtered full-spectrum light or were maintained in

darkness, as positive and negative controls. After incubating the

live cells for 30 min in the presence of atROL, we extracted the

culture media and determined the retinoid content by HPLC.

Synthesis of 11cROL by these cells varied strongly with light

conditions (Figure 1C). Again, we observed only background

11cROL in media from expressing cells incubated in darkness.

Of cultures exposed to narrow-band light, the highest synthesis

of 11cROL occurred at 470 nm, with reduced synthesis at longer

and shorter wavelengths (Figure 1C). This action spectrum for

11cROL synthesis by RGR-expressing cells overlaps the ab-

sorption spectrum of protonated RGR opsin (Hao and Fong,

1996), providing further evidence that all-trans (at) to 11-cis

(11c) retinoid photoisomerization was carried out by RGR opsin

in these cells.



Figure 2. Conversion of atROL to 11cROL and 11cRAL by Light-Exposed Microsomes from Wild-type and Rgr–/– Retinas and RPE

Retinas and RPE-containing eyecups were collected from 2-month-old Rgr+/+ (129/Sv) and Rgr�/� mice. Microsomes were prepared from each tissue.

The samples were supplemented with 2% BSA and 5 mM atROL. One set of samples was extracted to determine the endogenous retinoid content (endo).

The remaining samples were placed in cuvettes and agitated during exposure to 470-nmmonochromatic light (20-nm bandwidth) at 0.2 W/m2 for 30 min at 37�C
(light). Retinoids were extracted and analyzed by normal-phase HPLC.

(A) 11cROL and 11cRAL synthesized by retina microsomes from WT and Rgr�/� mice is expressed as pmoles per mg total protein. Note the several-fold

reduction in 11cROL (p < 0.001) and unchanged 11cRAL produced by Rgr�/� versus WT retina microsomes in light.

(B) 11cROL and 11cRAL synthesized by RPE microsomes from Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� mice expressed as pmoles per mg total protein. Note the several-fold

reduction in both 11cROL and 11cRAL produced by Rgr�/� versus WT RPE microsomes in light (p < 0.001).

Each bar represents n = 3 samples of microsomes. Data represent mean ± SD; n.s., not significant, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA with

Tukey’s post hoc analysis.
Redox-Photoisomerase Activity in Mouse Retina and
RPE Microsomes
If light-dependent conversion of atROL to 11cROL by express-

ing HEK cells mirrors the in vivo activity of Rdh10 and RGR,

similar redox-photoisomerase activity should be present in ret-

inas. To test this possibility, we prepared microsomal mem-

branes from wild-type (WT) (Rgr+/+) and Rgr�/� mouse retinas

and RPE-containing eyecups (see STAR Methods). Micro-

somes from Rgr+/+ mouse retinas produced 2.7-fold greater

11cROL during light exposure than did Rgr�/� retina micro-

somes (Figure 2A). In contrast, we observed no significant dif-

ference in levels of 11cRAL between Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� retina

microsomes. The endogenous 11cRAL in Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/�
retina microsomes is from unbleached rhodopsin and cone-

opsin pigments in these membrane samples (Figure 2A). The

increased 11cRAL following light exposure, which occurred in-

dependent of RGR opsin, probably reflects at- to 11c-photoiso-

merization of N-ret-PE (Kaylor et al., 2017). These results

corroborate our observations that light and RGR can mediate

production of 11cROL by HEK cells expressing RGR and

Rdh10 (Figure 1A).

Since RGR opsin and Rdh10 are also both present in RPE in-

ternal membranes (Chen et al., 2001b; Pandey et al., 1994), we

tested for redox photoisomerase activity in microsomes from

Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� mouse RPE. Here, we observed nearly

5-fold-greater production of 11cROL by light-exposed Rgr+/+

versus Rgr�/� RPE microsomes (Figure 2B), suggesting that

RGR opsin and Rdh10 in the RPE also exhibit redox-photoiso-

merase activity. In contrast to retina microsomes, we observed

several-fold-lower 11cRAL production in dark- and light-

exposed RPE microsomes from Rgr�/� versus Rgr+/+ mice
(Figure 2B). This can be explained by the three-fold-lower

Rpe65-isomerase activity in RPE homogenates from Rgr�/�
versus Rgr+/+ mice (Radu et al., 2008; Wenzel et al., 2005).

The conversion of atROL to 11cROL carried out by mouse

retina and RPE microsomes (Figures 2A and 2B) was observed

with no dinucleotide cofactor added to the assay mixtures.

Because microsomal membranes are depleted of cytoplasmic

contents, these findings suggest that NADPH/NADP+ cofactor

may remain in association with Rdh10, switching between

reduced and oxidized forms with oxidation of atROL and reduc-

tion of 11cRAL.

RGR Opsin Is Expressed in M€uller Cells of the Mouse
Retina
Although RGR opsin has been shown to be expressed in M€uller

cells of human (Trifunovic et al., 2008), bovine (Pandey et al.,

1994), and chicken retinas (Dı́az et al., 2017), it has not been de-

tected in cells of the mouse retina (Tao et al., 1998; Trifunovic

et al., 2008). To establish that RGR opsin is expressed in mouse

retinas, we collected neural retinas and RPE-containing eyecups

from Rgr+/+ (129/Sv) and Rgr�/� mice, prepared protein

homogenates from these tissues, and analyzed them by immu-

noblotting with an antibody against mouse RGR opsin. Immuno-

reactive bands corresponding to RGR opsin were present in

lanes containing isolated neural retinas and RPE-containing eye-

cups (Figure 3A). To establish RGR opsin expression in mouse

M€uller cells, we performed immunofluorescence analysis on

thick (18-mm) retina sections from Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� mice.

As a control, we used antibodies against CRALBP, which is

also expressed in RPE andM€uller cells. RGR opsin and CRALBP

co-localized in M€uller cell endfeet, the inner nuclear layer
Neuron 102, 1172–1183, June 19, 2019 1175



Figure 3. RGR Opsin Is Expressed in Mouse

M€uller Cells

(A) Representative immunoblot containing homog-

enates of neural retinas (retina) and RPE-containing

eyecups (RPE) from Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� mice. The

blot was probed with the anti-RGR opsin (Pin 2)

antibody. Lanes were loaded with 90 or 50 mg total

protein as indicated.

(B) Immunofluorescence analysis of RGR opsin and

CRALBP in 18-mm retina sections from Rgr+/+ and

Rgr�/� mice. Sections were probed with rabbit

polyclonal anti-RGR Pin3 (red) and mouse mono-

clonal anti-RLBP1 clone 1H7 (CRALBP, green).

Images were acquired on an Olympus FluoView

FV1000 confocal microscope under a 40x oil

objective. Note the co-localization of RGR opsin

and CRALBP in M€uller-cell endfeet, the inner

nuclear layer (INL) and in the apical microvilli of

M€uller cells above the outer limiting mem-

brane (OLM).
containing M€uller-cell nuclei, and in the apical microvilli of M€uller

cells above the outer limiting membrane (Figure 3B). Importantly,

we observed no RGR immunoreactivity in retinas from Rgr�/�
mice (Figure 3B). These data confirm that RGR opsin is ex-

pressed in mouse M€uller cells.

Contribution of RGR Opsin to the Cone Photoresponse
under Continuous Illumination
If the atROL to 11cROL redox-photoisomerase activity of Rdh10

and RGR opsin plays a role in vision, loss of RGR opsin should

affect cone function during light exposure. To explore this possi-

bility, we crossed theRgr�/�mutation onto theGnat1�/� back-

ground to yield Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� mice with absent rod but

normal cone photoresponses (Calvert et al., 2000; Chen et al.,

2001a). Isolated retinas (without the RPE) were collected and

placed individually into a specially designed recording chamber

that has been shown to support cone photoresponses for

several hours (Vinberg et al., 2014). The retinas were perfused

with a medium containing synaptic inhibitors to suppress re-

sponses from retinal interneurons and glial cells (Vinberg et al.,

2014; Wang and Kefalov, 2009), and 10 mM atROL, to maintain

constant substrate concentration during the recordings. Cone

photoresponses were elicited with test flashes at 565 nm, which
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photoisomerizes M opsin (lmax = 508 nm)

with 107-fold-greater efficiency than

S opsin (lmax = 357 nm) (Govardovskii

et al., 2000). Recordings were made in

dark-adapted retinas immediately before

and at various times during continuous

exposure to 505-nm background light

at an intensity of 9.1 3 106 photons

(f) mm�2 s�1, estimated to bleach 106

M-opsin pigment molecules per second

(106 P* s�1) (see STAR Methods).

Representative recordings from Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� retinas are shown in Figure 4A.

Under continuous light, cone responses
gradually diminished in sensitivity and maximum amplitude dur-

ing the 1-h recording period. In the absence of any pigment

regeneration, the background light can be calculated to bleach

essentially all the M-opsin pigment during the 1-h exposure,

leaving less than a single unbleached pigment molecule per

cone. A bleach of this magnitude would be expected to produce

dramatically lower response amplitudes than those observed

(Figure 4A), suggesting concurrent regeneration of M opsin in

Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas during light exposure. To test whether

RGR opsin contributes to cone regeneration, we repeated the

experiment using retinas from Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� mice. Here,

we observed more rapid loss of cone response amplitude (Fig-

ure 4B). These results suggest that, under continuous illumina-

tion, retinas lacking RGR undergo faster net bleaching of cone

opsins. Next, we pre-incubated Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas in a

medium containing 10 mM a-AAA. This potent gliotoxin acts

by inhibiting the glutamate transporter and glutamine synthetase

in M€uller cells (Jablonski and Iannaccone, 2000; McBean, 1994).

Pre-incubation with a-AAA was shown to block recovery of

cones in isolated mouse retinas (Wang and Kefalov, 2009). We

recorded cone photoresponses in a-AAA-treated Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� retinas during light exposure. These retinas exhibited

rapid loss of cone response amplitude (Figure 4C), similar to



Figure 4. Representative Transretinal Responses of (A) Rgr+/+ Gnat1–/– mice, (B) Rgr–/– Gnat1–/– mice, and (C) Rgr+/+ Gnat1–/– Mice

Incubated with a-AAA

M-Cone isolated photoreceptor recordings weremade in dark-adapted (DA) retinas and after 15, 30, and 60min of exposure to a continuous 505-nm background

light (9.13106f mm�2 s�1). The stimulating light flasheswere produced by a 565-nm LED (flashes ranging from 65f mm�2 to 5.43107f mm�2 effective at the lmax

of theM cone pigment). Red traces show responses to a constant flash of an intensity of 3.73 105 f mm�2. Note the lower response amplitudes inRgr�/� versus

Rgr+/+ retinas or when isolated Rgr+/+ retinas were incubated in a-AAA.
untreated Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas (Figure 4B). Thus, loss of

RGR opsin, due to a mutation in its gene or pharmacological

ablation of M€uller cells, results in diminished cone-response

amplitude and sensitivity during light exposure.

Effect of RGR Opsin on Cone Sensitivity
The effect of RGR opsin on cone sensitivity was quantified by

plotting response amplitudes in Figure 4 against the number of

photons (f) contained in each of the flashes. Figures 5A–5C

show response-intensity curves as a function of duration of

background exposure for the three conditions in Figure 4. The

curves have been fitted with the Hill Equation (Equation 1),

r=
rmaxI

n

In + In1=2
(Equation 1)

where r is the amplitude of the response, rmax is the maximum

response amplitude, I is the number of incident 565-nm photons

in the flash (f mm�2), and n is an exponent. Best-fitting values of

rmax and n are given in the Figure 5. The curves were shifted to

the right and downward from the decrease in sensitivity and
maximum amplitude, initially as a result of adaptation of the cones

to the background light (see Figure S3; Burkhardt, 1994). The

curves continued to shift and decrease in maximum amplitude,

presumably from bleaching of pigment and gradual loss of

chromophore during perfusion of the retina despite the addition

of atROL to themedium. In the absence of RGR, or after exposure

of the retina to a-AAA, the curves were dramatically shifted further

downward and to the right (Figures 5B and 5C). These changes in

sensitivity and response amplitude are compared in Figures 5D

and 5E. No significant changes in sensitivity or response ampli-

tude were observed over the 60-min recording duration when ret-

inas were maintained in darkness. Sensitivities were significantly

lower in Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas and Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas

treatedwith a-AAA compared toRgr+/+Gnat1�/� control retinas

(see Figure 5 and STARMethods). No significant differences were

detected between untreated Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� and a-AAA-

treated Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas.

Post-Bleach Recovery of Cone Sensitivity in the Dark
Conversion of atROL to 11cROL by cells expressing Rdh10 and

RGR was only observed following exposure to light (Figures 1A
Neuron 102, 1172–1183, June 19, 2019 1177



Figure 5. TheEffectofRGRandM€ullerCellson Intensity-ResponseRelations,PhotosensitivityandMaximumResponseAmplitudeofM-Cones

in Rgr+/+ Gnat1–/–, Rgr–/– Gnat1–/–, and Rgr+/+ Gnat1–/– Retinas Incubated in a-AAA in the Presence of a Continuous Light

(A–C) Changes in the intensity-response relations in dark-adapted retinas from mice of the indicated genotypes at 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, and

60 min in the presence of a continuous light (9.13106 f mm�2 s�1), plotted as a function of incident photons frommouse cones in (A) Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� (n = 9), (B)

Rgr�/�Gnat1�/� (n = 8), and (C)Rgr+/+Gnat1�/� incubated with a-AAA (n = 5). Curves are best fits to the Hill equation (Equation 1) with the following parameter

values: (A) Vmax = 55.1, I1/2 = 4.4 3 104, n = 0.58 (DA); Vmax = 50.0 and I1/2 = 1.0 3 106, n = 0.66 (15 min); Vmax = 48.0, I1/2 = 1.7 3 106, n = 0.66 (30 min); Vmax =

45.3 I1/2 = 2.23 106, n = 0.67 (45 min); Vmax = 40.0, I1/2 = 2.1 x106, n = 0.81 (60min); (B) Vmax = 53.0, I1/2 = 4.93 104, n = 0.52 (DA); Vmax = 30.2 and I1/2 = 1.43 106,

n = 0.79 (15min); Vmax = 23.9, I1/2 = 2.33 106, 0.88 (30min); Vmax = 20.5, I1/2 = 3.93 106, n = 0.80 (45min), and Vmax = 17.3, I1/2 = 3.73 106 n = 0.79 (60min); and (C)

Vmax = 55.1, I1/2 = 4.73 104, n = 0.57 (DA); Vmax = 32.4 and I1/2 = 3.33 106, 0.59 (15min); Vmax = 26.6, I1/2 = 4.03 106, n = 0.74 (30min); Vmax = 24.6, I1/2 = 5.43 106,

n = 0.73 (45min); Vmax = 18.2, I1/2 = 5.63 106, n = 0.79 (60min). Half-maximal response amplitude of theRgr+/+ Gnat1�/� at 60min is shownwith a dashed line in

(A). The same flash intensity generates significantly smaller responses at 60 min in Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� and Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� incubated with a-AAA.

(D)Meanmaximum response amplitude and (E) relative dim flash sensitivity from recordings of Figure 4were calculated and plotted (with SE) as a function of time.

Maximum amplitudes were significantly smaller (see STAR Methods) in Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas than in Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas (p < 10�9). That was also

true for Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas and retinas treated with a-AAA acid (p < 2 3 10�6). There was no significant difference between Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� or Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� a-AAA-treated retinas (p = 0.85). No significant change in response amplitude could be detected when either Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� or Rgr�/�Gnat1�/�
retinas were kept in darkness.

(E) Sensitivities were significantly lower inRgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas (p < 8.23 10�4) or retinas treated with a-AAA acid (p < 0.009). No significant difference could

be detected between Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� and Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� a-AAA-treated retinas (p = 0.83).
and 1C), suggesting that RGR opsin has no isomerase activity in

the dark. An earlier study showed dark recovery of cones in iso-

lated Gnat1�/� mouse retinas following a deep photobleach,

which was interpreted to support the existence of a ‘‘dark’’ isom-

erase in M€uller cells, however (Wang and Kefalov, 2009). To un-

derstand this apparent discrepancy, we repeated the published

experiment (Wang and Kefalov, 2009) using an identical 30-s illu-

mination calculated to bleach �90% of mouse M-opsin pigment

in isolated Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� and Rgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas, fol-

lowed by incubation in darkness. Substantially lower recovery of

cone sensitivity was seen inRgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas (Figure 6).

Both retinas showed an initial, approximately 3-fold gain in

sensitivity immediately after the bleach, probably due to dark

adaptation of the visual transduction cascade (Figure S3) versus

regeneration of cone opsin. Recovery thereafter was signifi-

cantly different, and after 60 min the Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas

exhibited �10-fold lower cone sensitivity than the Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� retinas.
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Regeneration of a cone opsin pigment by RGR opsin and

Rdh10 in M€uller cells requires multiple steps: (1) dissociation of

bleached cone opsin, (2) reduction of atRAL to atROL by

Rdh8, (3) transit of atROL from cone to M€uller cell, (4) oxidation

of atROL to atRAL by Rdh10, (5) photoisomerization of atRAL

to 11cRAL by RGR opsin, (6) reduction of 11cRAL to 11cROL

by Rdh10, (7) transit of 11cROL from M€uller cell to cone, (8)

oxidation of 11cROL to 11cRAL by the unidentified cone

11cRDH, and (9) conversion of apo-opsin to cone opsin pigment

by recombination with 11cRAL. Because these events take time

to complete, and the amount of RGR opsin in M€uller cells may be

limiting, short exposure of a retina to bright light might have a

different effect from long exposure to dim light conveying similar

total photons. To test this possibility, we repeated the experi-

ment of Figure 6 on Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� retinas with a much

brighter light of shorter duration calculated to bleach the same

90% of M-opsin in 350 ms instead of in 30 s. Here, we observed

much less RGR-dependent recovery of cone sensitivity (blue



Figure 6. The Role of RGR in Dark Adaptation

Time dependence of normalized M-cone sensitivity following a 565-nm light

exposure calculated to bleach 90% of the cone photopigment. The following

animals were used for bleach exposures with the following durations (the in-

tensity of the bleaching light was adjusted to give the same calculated bleach):

Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� with 30-s stimulus (n = 8), Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� with 30-s

stimulus (n = 5), Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� with 350-ms stimulus (n = 5), and Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� with 5-min stimulus (n = 5). Post-bleach recovery of sensitivity was

significantly different between Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� bleached in 30 s and Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� bleached in 30 s (p < 8.6x10�4, see STAR Methods) or Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� bleached in 5 min (p < 7.8x10 �4). The duration of the bleach also

affected the recovery of sensitivity.Rgr+/+Gnat1�/� bleachedwith the 350-ms

stimulus showed significantly smaller recovery compared to Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/�
bleached with the 30-s stimulus (p < 6.3x10�4). There was however no signifi-

cant difference between Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� bleached with the 350-ms stimulus

andRgr�/�Gnat1�/� bleached in 30 s (p= 0.66) . Also, therewas no significant

difference between Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� bleached in 30s and Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/�
bleached in 5 min (p = 0.35).
squares, Figure 6). There was no significant difference in the re-

covery of sensitivity (see legend to Figure 6 and STAR Methods)

between Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� bleached in 350 ms (blue squares)

and Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas bleached in 30 seconds (red

squares), indicating the essential role of RGR opsin in sensitivity

recovery. We also repeated the experiment onRgr+/+ Gnat1�/�
retinas with a dimmer light calculated to bleach 90%ofM-opsins

in 5 min. Recovery after 1 min was much greater than with the

30-s bleach, perhaps because the intensity of the bleaching light

was ten-fold dimmer, but recovery was not significantly different

at the other times at which it was measured.

Effect of N-ret-PE Photoisomerization on the Cone
Photoresponse under Continuous Illumination
N-retinylidene phosphatidylethanolamine (N-ret-PE) is a conju-

gate of retinaldehyde and PE in OS disks. N-ret-PE occurs

in the same stereoisomeric configurations as retinaldehyde.

Recently, at-N-ret-PE was shown to undergo specific photoiso-

merization to 11c-N-ret-PE upon exposure to blue light (Kaylor

et al., 2017). Further, 11c-N-ret-PE efficiently donated its

11cRAL to bleached opsin, regenerating visual pigments in

rods and cones (Kaylor et al., 2017). To compare the contribu-
tions of N-ret-PE- and RGR-photoisomerization to pigment

regeneration, we took advantage of the difference in the visible

absorption spectra between N-ret-PE (lmax = 450 nm) and

M-opsin (lmax = 508 nm). While the photosensitivity of M-opsin

is similar at 450 and 560 nm (Govardovskii et al., 2000), the photo-

sensitivity of N-ret-PE is nearly 30-fold higher at 450 versus

560 nm (Kaylor et al., 2017). Accordingly, we measured cone

photoresponses to flash families in retinas from Rgr+/+

Gnat1�/� and Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� mice during exposure to

monochromatic background light at 450 or 560 nm. Cone

responses inRgr+/+Gnat1�/� retinas exposed to 450-nmback-

ground light declined slowly over 60min (Figure 7A), reflecting the

contributions of both RGR opsin and N-ret-PE photoisomeriza-

tion to pigment regeneration. Cone responses in Rgr�/�
Gnat1�/� retinas exposed to 450-nm light showed a

faster decline (Figure 7B). The responses here reflect M-opsin

regeneration through photoisomerization of N-ret-PE but not

RGR opsin. Finally, we measured cone photoresponses in

Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas during exposure to 560-nm back-

ground light (Figure 7C). The responses here reflect cone pigment

regenerationwithminimal contributions fromRGRopsin orN-ret-

PE. The maximum cone-response amplitudes at various times

during the 60-min light exposures are shown in Figure 7D, while

cone sensitivities calculated from the same recordings are shown

in Figure 7E. Both the cone sensitivity and maximum amplitude

were significantly lower in retinas illuminated with the 560-nm

light (Figure 7 and STAR Methods). Mean intensity-response

curves for these experiments are shown in Figure S4. These

results suggest that photoisomerization of RGR opsin and

N-ret-PE both contribute to cone recovery.

DISCUSSION

This work describes a new mechanism for the regeneration of

cone visual pigment. Illumination of RGR opsin in cells that

also express Rdh10 results in the conversion of atROL to

11cROL. Since bleached cones, but not rods, can recover light

sensitivity upon addition of 11cROL (Jones et al., 1989), produc-

tion of 11cROL by RGR-Rdh10 allows cones to escape compe-

tition from rods for limited chromophore in bright light. If RGR

opsin affects light-dependent regeneration of cone visual

pigment, cone function should be impaired in light-exposed ret-

inas from Rgr�/� mice. To test this possibility, we generated

Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� double-mutant mice that lack both RGR

opsin and rod a-transducin. Cone responses were similar in

dark-adapted retinas of the two genotypes (Figure 4). However,

striking differences were observed between retinas that express

or lack RGR opsin when recordings were made under contin-

uous background illumination. While Rgr+/+ retinas exhibited

only gradual loss of cone sensitivity under constant background

light, Rgr�/� retinas lost cone sensitivity much more rapidly

(Figure 5). These observations indicate that RGR opsin contrib-

utes to sustained cone vision under daylight conditions.

Co-expression of RGR opsin and Rdh10 yielded a novel cata-

lytic activity that converts atROL to 11cROL upon exposure

to visible light (Figure 1A). Following photoisomerization, the

11cRAL product remains bound to the RGR opsin protein

(Chen et al., 2001b). This restriction onRGR turnover is overcome
Neuron 102, 1172–1183, June 19, 2019 1179



Figure 7. Relative Contributions of RGR and

N-ret-PE Photoisomerization to Sensitivity

and Maximal Response Amplitude in

M-Cones

(A–E) Representative transretinal ERG responses

(A–C); changes in maximum response amplitude

(D); and relative photosensitivity (E) of M-cones of

Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� in continuous 450-nm light

(n = 7), Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� in continuous 450-nm

light (n = 7) and Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� in continuous

560-nm light (n = 7). M-Cone isolated photore-

ceptor recordings were made in dark-adapted ret-

inas and after 15, 30, 45, and 60min of exposure to

a continuous background light. The intensities of

the 450-nmor 560-nmbackgroundswere set to the

same value of 9.1 3 106 photons (f) mm�2 s�1

effective at the lmax of the M cone pigment. The

stimulating light flashes were produced by a

565-nm LED (flashes ranging from 65 f mm�2 to

5.43 107fmm�2 effective at the lmax of theMcone

pigment). The red traces show responses to a

constant flash of 3.73 105 f mm�2. Note the lower

response amplitudes in Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� in

continuous450-nm lightandeven loweramplitudes

of Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� responses in continuous

560-nm light. Mean maximum response amplitude

(D) and relative dim flash sensitivity (E) of individual recordings in (A), (B), and (C) are calculated and plotted (with SE) as a function of time.

Themaximumamplitudeswere significantly lower inRgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas in 450-nm light (p < 0.001) andRgr�/�Gnat1�/� at 560-nm (p < 10�7) compared to

Rgr+/+ Gnat1�/� at 450-nm. Themaximum amplitudes were also significantly lower in Rgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas in 450-nm light compared toRgr�/�Gnat1�/�
retinas in560-nm light (p<8.4310�4). Thesensitivitieswere significantly lower inRgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas in450-nm light (p<9.4310�4) and inRgr�/�Gnat1�/�
in 560-nm light (p < 4.43 10�4) compared toRgr+/+Gnat1�/� in 450-nm light. The sensitivitieswere also significantly lower inRgr�/�Gnat1�/� retinas in 560-nm

light compared to Rgr�/� Gnat1�/� retinas in 450-nm light (p < 0.004).
by mass action through reduction of 11cRAL to 11cROL by

Rdh10. We observed similar redox-photoisomerase activity in

microsomes from normal mouse retinas, which was much

reduced in microsomes from Rgr�/� retinas (Figure 2A).

Cultured M€uller cells were previously shown to take up atROL

and release 11cROL into themedium through an unknownmech-

anism (Betts-Obregon et al., 2014; Das et al., 1992). Also,

bleached cones, but not rods, have been shown to recover light

sensitivity upon addition of 11cROL (Goldstein, 1970; Hood and

Hock, 1973; Jones et al., 1989). The results presented here sug-
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gest that RGR opsin and Rdh10 are the proteins responsible for

11cROL production during light exposure by M€uller cells, as

depicted in Figure 8.

Since RGR opsin and Rdh10 are also both expressed in RPE

cells, we analyzed microsomes from Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� RPE

for redox-photoisomerase activity. Similar to WT retina micro-

somes, RPE microsomes also showed light-dependent conver-

sion of atROL to 11cROL (Figures 2A and 2B). These results

suggest that RPE cells, in addition to M€uller cells, provide

11cROL for light-dependent regeneration of cone pigments.
Figure 8. Hypothesized M€uller-Cell Visual Cy-

cle
During light exposure, M€uller cells take up atROL

released by cones and rods (not shown). Rdh10 oxi-

dizes atROL to atRAL, which forms a visual pigment

with RGR opsin and is isomerized to 11cRAL upon

absorption of a photon (hv). The 11cRAL is reduced to

11cROL by Rdh10, balancing the redox reaction in

the M€uller cell with no net consumption of NADPH or

NADP+. The 11cROL is taken up by a cone cell, which

contains an as-yet unidentified 11cRDH that oxidizes

11cROL to 11cRAL. The 11cRAL combines with apo-

opsin to regenerate the M-opsin pigment. Absorption

of a photon (hv) by M-opsin activates the visual

transduction cascade as the first step in visual

perception (not shown). The bleached M-opsin re-

leases atRAL, which is reduced by Rdh8 to atROL,

completing the visual cycle.



Thus, RPE cells may contain two visual cycles: the LRAT-Rpe65

pathway (Saari, 2016), and the new pathway defined here by

RGR-Rdh10. While RGR opsin is abundant in M€uller cells of hu-

man (Trifunovic et al., 2008), bovine (Jiang et al., 1993; Pandey

et al., 1994), and chicken retinas (Dı́az et al., 2017), it is much

less abundant in mouse retinas (Tao et al., 1998; Trifunovic

et al., 2008) (Figure 3A). Mice are nocturnal animals and, thereby,

have less need for a photoisomerase to maintain cone sensitivity

under daylight conditions. Despite its low abundance in mouse

retinas, we observed robust biochemical (Figure 2) and physio-

logical (Figures 4, 5, and 6) phenotypes in isolated retinas from

Rgr+/+ versus Rgr�/� mice. These results suggest that RGR

opsin may however contribute even more to cone pigment

regeneration in diurnal animals, such as humans, cows, and

chickens, where RGR opsin is more abundant in M€uller cells

(Dı́az et al., 2017; Pandey et al., 1994; Trifunovic et al., 2008).

If the retinoid-isomerase activity of RGR opsin is light depen-

dent, as shown previously for retinaldehyde (Hao and Fong,

1999) and here for retinol (Figures 1A and 1C), why do cones

exhibit RGR-dependent recovery in the dark following a photo-

bleach (Figure 6)? The initial phase of post-bleach recovery

observed in both Rgr+/+ and Rgr�/� retinas probably reflects

dark adaptation of the visual transduction cascade (Figure 6).

The slower, RGR-dependent recovery may reflect regeneration

of M-opsin from a storage pool of 11cROL or 11cRAL previously

produced by RGR during light exposure. This storage pool may

correspond to CRALBP in M€uller cells (Bunt-Milam and Saari,

1983), which binds 11cRAL and 11cROL with high affinity but

has low affinity for other retinoid isomers (Saari and Bredberg,

1987). In agreement with this notion, cone recovery after light

exposure was shown to depend critically on CRALBP in isolated

mouse retinas (Xue et al., 2015).

We are used to thinking that visual pigments in vertebrate

rods and cones regenerate pigment through a biochemical

mechanism involving the enzymatic visual cycle in RPE cells,

whereas rhabdomeric photoreceptors of invertebrates use

light to regenerate opsin (Fain et al., 2010). This strict dichot-

omy is no longer valid. Here, we show that cones in mice

recover light sensitivity through a photic mechanism involving

RGR opsin in M€uller cells, in addition to the LRAT-Rpe65

visual cycle in RPE cells. Although this RGR-dependent photic

mechanism is different from photoregeneration of bistable

opsins in rhabdomeric photoreceptors, it offers the same

advantages. With photic regeneration, the rate of chromo-

phore synthesis scales with light intensity, while metabolic

regeneration of chromophore is limited by enzyme turnover.

Also, conversion of atROL to 11cROL is endergonic

(DG = +4.1 kcal/mol) (Rando and Chang, 1983). For the

LRAT-Rpe65 visual cycle, retinol isomerization comes at the

metabolic cost of an activated fatty acid for each absorbed

photon (Rando, 1991). Similar to insects and other inverte-

brates, vertebrates can now claim use of solar energy to

power regeneration of cone visual pigment.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-RGR Andreas Wenzel Pin 3

Guinea pig polyclonal anti-RGR Andreas Wenzel Pin 2

IRDye 800CW donkey anti-guinea pig antibody LI-COR 926-32411

Mouse Monoclonal ANTI-FLAG� M2 antibody Sigma-Aldrich F3165

Mouse anti-Myc Tag Antibody, clone 4A6 Millipore Sigma 05-724

Donkey anti-Mouse 800 secondary antibody IgG (H+L) Li-COR 926-32212

Mouse monoclonal RLBP-1 (clone 1H7) antibody Sigma-Aldrich WH0006017M1

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) secondary antibody,

Alexa Fluor 488

Thermo Fisher A-11008

Goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) secondary antibody,

Alexa Fluor 568

Thermo Fisher A-11004

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

All-trans-retinol Sigma-Aldrich 95144; CAS# 68-26-8

Bovine serum albumin Sigma-Aldrich A6003; CAS# 9048-46-8

Polyfect� Transfection Reagent QIAGEN 301107

Hydroxylamine hydrochloride Sigma-Aldrich 255580; CAS# 5470-11-1

Hexanes Thermo Fisher H303-4; CAS# 110-54-3

1,4-dioxane Sigma-Aldrich 34857; CAS# 123-91-1

Ames’ medium Sigma-Aldrich A1420

Sodium bicarbonate Sigma-Aldrich S6014; CAS# 144-55-8

L-aspartic acid Sigma-Aldrich A9256; CAS# 56-84-8

DL-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid Tocris Bioscience 0101; CAS# 20263-07-4

Sodium L-lactate Sigma-Aldrich 71718; CAS# 867-56-1

Benzonase nuclease Sigma-Aldrich E1014-25KU; CAS# 9025-65-4

Halt protease inhibitor cocktail (100X) Thermo Scientific 78429

Micro BCA protein assay kit Thermo Scientific 23235

NuPAGE LDS sample buffer (4X) Novex (Life Technologies) NP0007

NuPAGE sample reducing agent (10X) Novex (Life Technologies) NP0009

NuPAGE 12% Bis-Tris gel Novex (Life Technologies) NP0342BOX

Immobilon-FL transfer membrane Merck Millipore IPFL00010

Odyssey blocking buffer� (PBS) LI-COR 927-40000

Donkey serum Sigma-Aldrich D9663-10ML

Anased xylazine injection solution Akorn NADA# 139-236

Ketamine hydrochloride Putney NADA# 26637-731-51

DMEM (phenol free) Thermo Fisher 21063-029

Penicillin-streptomycin Thermo Fisher 15070-063

BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Fisher 23225

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) Sigma-Aldrich L3771; CAS# 151-21-3

Fetal bovine serum Thermo Fisher 16140-071

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (reduced) Sigma-Aldrich N7505; CAS# 2646-71-1

Protein G Dynabeads� immunoprecipitation kit Thermo Fisher 10007D

TRIS base Thermo Fisher BP152; CAS# 77-86-1

Sodium chloride Thermo Fisher S271-500; CAS# 7647-14-5

Glycerol Thermo Fisher G33-500; CAS# 56-81-5

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

NP-40 detergent Surfact-Amps� solution Thermo Fisher 28324: CAS# 9016-45-9

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Thermo Fisher 20012-050

Tween 20 Thermo Fisher BP337-500; CAS# 9005-64-5

Sodium borohydride Sigma-Aldrich 213462; CAS# 16940-66-2

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich T-9284; CAS# 9002-93-1

normal goat serum Sigma-Aldrich G9023

Prolong Gold antifade reagent with DAPI

mounting solution

Thermo Fisher P36935

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

HEK293T Cell Line ATCC CRL-11268

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: Rgr �/� Henry Fong Lab University of Southern California

Mouse: Gnat1 �/� Janis Lem Tufts University, Boston

Mouse: Rgr �/� / Gnat1 �/� double knock-out This paper N/A

Mouse: wild-type 129S6/SvEv Tac Taconic Biosciences TAC 129SVE

Oligonucleotides

(Rd8): forward-50GGTGACCAATCTGTTGACAATCC PMID: 22447858 N/A

(Rd8): reverse-50GCCCCATTTGCACACTGATGAC PMID: 22447858 N/A

(Rpe65 codon 450): forward- 50CCTTTGAATTTCCTCAAATCAATTA PMID: 18474598 N/A

(Rpe65 codon 450): reverse- 50TTCCAGAGCATCTGGTTGAG PMID: 18474598 N/A

(Gnat1�/�): WT forward- 50GTTCATTGCCATCATCTACGG PMID: 11095744 N/A

(Gnat1�/�): WT reverse- 50GCATTGTGCCTTCCTCAATAG PMID: 11095744 N/A

(Gnat1�/�): KO forward- 50AGCACAGCTTTCCTTTCAGG PMID: 11095744 N/A

(Gnat1�/�): KO reverse- 50CAGAAAGCGAAGGAGCAAAG PMID: 11095744 N/A

(RGR�/�): forward (‘RGR-Oligo1’)- 50TGCATTTTCCTGTGAGATGG PMID: 18474598 N/A

(RGR�/�): reverse (‘RGR-Oligo20)- 50GCTCAGTACCAGCAGGTTGC PMID: 18474598 N/A

(RGR�/�): reverse (‘RGR-Oligo30)- 50GGGGAACTTCCTGACTAGGG PMID: 18474598 N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pcDNA 3.1+ Thermo Fisher V79020 (vector for all constructs)

Human RDH5 Genscript NM_001199771.1

Human RDH8 Genscript NM_015725.2

Human RDH10 Genscript NM_172037.5

Human RDH14 Genscript NM_020905.4

Chicken RDH10 Genscript NM_001199459.1

Human RDH11 Krzysztof Palczewski NM_016026.4

Mouse RDH10 Origene NM_133832.3

Bovine RDH10 Genscript NM_174734.2

Bovine RGR Genscript NM_175775.2

Chicken RGR Genscript NM_001031216.1

Software and Algorithms

SigmaPlot (biochemistry data) Systat Software Inc. http://www.sigmaplot.co.uk/products/

sigmaplot/sigmaplot-details.php

OriginPro (physiology data) OriginLab http://www.originlab.com/origin
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Gabriel H.

Travis (travis@jsei.ucla.edu).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animal use and care statement
This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the

National Institutes of Health, and the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in

Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The animal use protocol was approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Animal

Research Committee (Permit Number: A3196-01). Euthanasia was performed by cervical dislocation in deeply anesthetized mice

by intraperitoneal injections (xylazine 10 mg/kg and ketamine 100 mg/kg). All efforts were made to minimize pain and discomfort

in mice used in this study.

Mice and Genotyping
All mice were reared under 12-hour cyclic light. Rgr�/�mice were generously provided by Henry Fong. The genotyping protocol was

as previously reported (Radu et al., 2008). Wild-type (129/Sv) mice were purchased from Taconic Biosciences, Inc. All mice used were

tested to exclude the spontaneous Rd8 and Rpe65-M450 mutations using the primers (Rd8): forward-50GGTGACCAAT

CTGTTGACAATCC and reverse-50GCCCCATTTGCACACTGATGAC; and (Rpe65): forward-50CCTTTGAATTTCCTCAAATCAATTA
and reverse-50TTCCAGAGCATCTGGTTGAG. To determine the genotype at Gnat1, we used the wild-type primer set: forward-

50GTTCATTGCCATCATCTACGG and reverse-50GCATTGTGCCTTCCTCAATAG; and the knockout

primer set: forward-50AGCACAGCTTTCCTTTCAGG and reverse-50CAGAAAGCGAAGGAGCAAAG. To determine the genotype at

Rgr, we used the multiplexed wild-type and knockout primer set forward-50TGCATTTTCCTGTGAGATGG (‘RGR-oligo1’), reverse-

50GCTCAGTACCAGCAGGTTGC (‘RGR-oligo20), and reverse-50GGGGAACTTCCTGACTAGGG (‘RGR-oligo30). For enzymatic

assays, retina and RPE-containing eyecups were isolated from the eyes of two-month-old wild-type (129/Sv) and Rgr�/� mice of

both sexes.

HEK293T Cells
Authenticated human female embryonic kidney epithelial cells were purchased from ATCC (HEK293T/17; CRL-11268). Cells were

grown and maintained in DMEM (GIBCO/Thermofisher) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum and antibiotics

(100 U/mL of penicillin G and 100 mg/mL of streptomycin) at 37�C in 5% CO2. These cells constitutively express the simian virus

40 (SV40) large T antigen and clone 17 was selected specifically for its high transfectability.

METHOD DETAILS

General enzyme assay conditions
All experimental manipulations involving retinoids were performed in a darkroom under dim red light. Protein samples and solutions

were kept on ice until use. Stocks of atROL were freshly dissolved in ethanol and stored on ice. Stock concentration was determined

by UV-VIS spectroscopy using the reported extinction coefficient (ε) for all-trans-ROL (lmax = 325 nm, e = 52,770 M-1cm-1) (Leenheer

et al., 2000). Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Protein concentrations were

measured using the Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce).

Normal-phase HPLC analysis of retinoids
Retinoids were extracted from assay mixtures after quenching the reactions with methanol (2 mL) followed by addition of 25 mL 5%

SDS (0.2% SDS final concentration) and brine (50 mL). To protect retinaldehydes, retinal oximes were generated by addition of

hydroxylamine hydrochloride (500 mL of 1.0 M solution) (Sigma), vortexing, and incubation at room temperature for 15 min. The sam-

ples were then twice extracted by addition of two mL aliquots of hexane followed by brief vortexing and centrifugation at 3000 x g for

five minutes to separate phases. Pooled hexane extracts were added to 13 3 100 mm borosilicate test tubes and evaporated to

dryness under a stream of nitrogen. Dried samples were then dissolved in 115 mL hexane and analyzed by normal-phase liquid chro-

matography in an Agilent 1100 series chromatograph equipped with a photodiode-array detector using an Agilent Zorbax RX-SIL

column (4.6 3 100 mm, 1.8 mM) using a 0.24%–10% dioxane gradient in hexane, at a flow rate of 0.9 mL per minute. Spectra

(190-550 nm) were acquired for all eluted peaks. The identity of each eluted peak was established by comparing its spectrum

and elution time with those of authentic retinoid standards. Sample peaks were quantitated by comparing peak areas to calibration

curves established with retinoid standards.

Activity of RGR and RDH10 in dark versus light
Bovine RDH10 (NM_174734.2) and bovine RGR (NM_175775.2) cDNA’s were synthesized by GenScript and subcloned into the

mammalian expression vector, pcDNA 3.1 (ThermoFisher). HEK293T cells were grown in DMEM (GIBCO/Thermofisher) supple-

mented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum and antibiotics (100 U/mL of penicillin G and 100 mg/mL of streptomycin) at

37�C in 5% CO2. HEK293T cells were transfected (PolyFect, QIAGEN) with non-recombinant pcDNA3.1, pcDNA3.1-RDH10, and/or

pcDNA3.1-RGR. When more than one type of clone were used, the transfection were done with equal amounts (50/50) of

plasmid. After approximately 40 hours in culture, the medium above the cells was removed and replaced with phenol red-free
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DMEM (GIBCO/ThermoFisher: 21063-029) supplemented with 5 mM atROL, 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 250 mM NADPH.

Plates were placed in a 37�C incubator and exposed for 30 min to monochromatic light (470nm ± 10nm at 0.4 W/m2) or kept in the

dark. The light wavelength and intensity was measured with a spectroradiometer (Black-comet CXR-SR-50, StellarNet Inc.) The

monochromatic light was generated by a custom monochromator (Newport Instruments) with a xenon arc lamp. After each assay,

the media was separated from the cells by centrifugation (five minutes at 1,000 rpm in a Sorvall Legend RT). The media were

extracted as described above for retinoid analysis.

Immunoblot analysis
The immunoblot analysis was performed following similar methods previously published (Kaylor et al., 2013; Lenis et al., 2017).

Retinas and RPE-containing eyecups were dissected from euthanized 129/Sv (Rgr+/+) and Rgr�/� mice (about 12-14 weeks

old), and homogenized in 1X PBS (pH 7.2) with Halt protease inhibitor cocktail on ice. The homogenates were treated with benzonase

nuclease for one hour at room temperature followed by 1% (final concentration) SDS at 4�C for 20 min. The treated homogenates

were centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 5min and the supernatants were collected and stored at�80�C for further analysis. The total protein

concentration of each sample was determined by amicro BCA protein assay (Thermo Scientific) according to the protocol suggested

by themanufacturer. Protein samples were heat-denatured in NuPAGE LDS sample buffer and NuPAGE sample reducing agent, and

then separated by a NuPAGE 12% Bis-Tris gel (Novex by Life Technologies). Proteins were transferred to an Immobilon-FL PVDF

transfer membrane (Merck Millipore) using a Trans-Blot SD semi-dry transfer cell (BIO-RAD). The blot/membrane was blocked in

Odyssey blocking buffer and probed with a guinea pig anti-RGR (‘Pin20) primary antibody (courtesy of Andreas Wenzel) at 1:1000

dilution followed by an IRDye 800CW donkey anti-guinea pig (LI-COR) secondary antibody at 1:15000 dilution in Odyssey blocking

buffer with 0.1% Tween 20 and 0.5% donkey serum. The blot/membrane was imaged by an Odyssey CLx Infrared Imaging System

(LI-COR).

Immunocytochemistry of mouse retina sections
Eyes were enucleated and fixed in 2% PFA in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer for one hour. Eyecups were prepared by removal of

anterior segments then infiltrated with 10%–30% sucrose, embedded in OCT, and cut into 18-mm sections. Sections were reduced

in 0.1MNaBH4, washed in PBS, permeabilized with 0.1%Triton x-100, and blocked with 1%BSA and 5%normal goat serum. Slides

were probed overnight at 4�C with rabbit polyclonal anti-RGR ‘Pin30 (red) and mouse monoclonal anti-RLBP-1 clone 1H7 (green). All

sectionswerewashed and incubatedwith Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies for two hours at room temperature. Slides weremounted

with ProLong Gold antifade reagent containing DAPI. Images were obtained using Olympus FluoView FV1000 confocal microscope

under a 40x oil objective.

Activity of RGR with different RDH’s in the retina
Human RDH5 (NM_001199771.1), RDH8 (NM_015725.2), RDH10 (NM_172037.4), and RDH14 (NM_020905.3), as well as chicken

RDH10 (NM_001199459.1), were synthesized by GenScript and placed in mammalian expression vector pcDNA 3.1 (ThermoFisher).

Mouse RDH10 (NM_133832.3; Origene) and human RDH11 (NM_016026.3; generously provided by Krzysztof Palczewski) were also

placed in the mammalian expression vector pcDNA 3.1. Retinol dehydrogenase clones were transfected as described above into

HEK293T cells with bovine RGR (50/50 plasmid mix). Background controls were transfected by replacing the RDH clone with

non-recombinant pcDNA3.1 (RGR only control) or by transfecting the cells only with pcDNA 3.1 (cell background control). After

culturing for approximately 40 hours to express proteins, the media were changed as described above. All plates were exposed

to 30 min of monochromatic light (470nm ± 10nm at 0.4 W/m2) and treated as described above for retinoid analysis.

Action Spectrum of Bovine RGR/RDH10 Activity
HEK293T cells were transfected (PolyFect, QIAGEN) with five mg each of pcDNA3.1-bRDH10 and pcDNA3.1-bRGR plasmid. After

�40 hours the media were replaced with phenol red-free DMEM supplemented with five mM atROL and 2% bovine serum albumin

(BSA) (Sigma). The plates were either kept in the dark or illuminated with monochromatic light at wavelengths of 425 to 575 nm with

20-30 nm increments at 37�C for 30 min. The monochromatic light was generated by monochromator and measured by spectror-

adiometer as described above. The light intensities were adjusted (from 0.35 W/m2 at 425 nm to 0.26 W/m2 at 575 nm) such that

each wavelength delivered the same photon flux. The media were extracted as described above and analyzed for retinoid content.

Retinoid Photoisomerization in Mouse Retina and RPE Microsomes
Retina and RPE-containing eyecups were isolated from the eyes of two-month-old wild-type (129/Sv) and Rgr�/� mice. Identical

tissues were combined and homogenized in 500 ml mL of pH 7.0 phosphate citrate (PC) buffer (Sigma) for each mouse strain using

glass-glass homogenizers (Kontes). The bulk homogenates were pelleted at 15,000 x g (Eppendorf 5424 centrifuge) for five minutes

at 4�C. The S1-supernatants were collected and re-spun at 100,000 g (Sorvall M-150 ultra-centrifuge) for 60 min at 4�C. The
S2-supernatants were discarded and the P2-pellets were resuspended in 3.5 mL of PC buffer. Samples of each microsome prepa-

ration were used for protein determinations. Triplicate aliquots containing 500 mL of microsomes plus 2%BSA and 5 mMatROL were

used in the assays. One set of samples was immediately extracted to determine the content of retinoids before light exposure in order

to ascertain the endogenous retinoid profile. The other samples were placed in cuvettes and agitated, exposed to monochromatic
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light (470 nm ± 10nm at 0.4 W/m2) for 30 min at 37�C. Retinoids were extracted and analyzed by normal-phase HPLC as described

above. The remaining 11cROL and 11cRAL levels reflect retinoids synthesized during light exposure in microsomes from wild-type

and Rgr�/� retinas.

Electrophysiology
We used mice between 3 and 6 months of age indiscriminently from either sex. Eyes were enucleated under dim red light or in dark-

ness by means of infrared goggles (American Technologies Network Corporation, San Francisco, CA, USA). The anterior portion of

the eye was cut and the lens and cornea were removed in darkness with a dissection microscope. The retina was isolated from the

eyecup, and the retinal pigment epithelium was removed with fine tweezers. The retina was then mounted on filter paper (Millipore,

0.45 mm), on the bottom compartment of a perfusion chamber (Vinberg et al., 2014), with the photoreceptor side up in complete dark-

ness. One Ag/AgCl pellet electrode was placed in contact with electrode solution on ganglion cell side of the retina, and another was

placed in the solution bathing the photoreceptors. The electrodes were connected to a differential amplifier (Warner instruments

DP-311).

During recording, the photoreceptors were continuously perfused with Ames’ medium (Sigma Chemical, St Louis, MO, USA), con-

taining an additional 1.9 g/l NaHCO3 and equilibrated with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. This solution was supplemented with 2 mM aspartic

acid, 40 mMDL-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (AP4, Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK), 4 mM L-lactate, and 10 mM atROL in 0.05%

bovine serum albumin (Sigma). The osmolarity of the medium was adjusted to 284 mOsm with a vapor-pressure osmometer

(Wescore, Logan, UT). Temperature was maintained at 36–38�C with an automatic temperature controller (Warner instruments,

Hamden, CT).

Illumination was delivered with an OptoLED optical system (Cairn Research, Faversham, UK) coupled to an inverted microscope.

The 565-nm test flashes and 505-nm background were produced by monochromatic LEDs at the appropriate wavelengths, but the

450-nm and 560-nm illuminations were provided by a white LED coupled to 10-nm-bandwidth interference filters (Andover Corp,

Salem, NH), as in previous experiments (Kaylor et al., 2017). The intensities of the test and bleaching lights were calibrated with a

photodiode (OSI Optoelectronics, Hawthorne, CA), and the intensities of the 450-nm and 560-nm background lights were set to

the same number of photons by adjusting the current of the white LED. To calculate the number of pigment molecules bleached

by this illumination, we compared the number of photons per mm2 required to produce a half-maximal response (I½) of single

dark-adapted mouse M cones in retinal slices (Kaylor et al., 2017) with the I½ of the dark-adapted M-cone response of whole retina

(Figure 2). The ratio was then multiplied by the collecting area of the cones, referenced to the collecting area of rods obtained from

single-photon responses in slice recordings. Our value of 0.105 is close to that obtained by Vinberg and coworkers (Vinberg et al.,

2014). Recordings were filtered and sampled at 1 kHz. Data were displayed and analyzed with PCLAMP (Molecular Devices,

Sunnyvale, CA) and Origin Plotting software (OriginLabs, Cambridge, MA).

Pigment bleaching was achieved by illuminating the isolated retina inside the recording chamber. The fraction of pigment bleached

is independent of the photoreceptor collecting area and could be estimated from: F = 1 – exp (� IPt), where F is the fraction bleached,

I is the intensity of the bleaching light, t is the time of exposure of the bleaching light, and P is the in situ photosensitivity of vertebrate

photopigment (5.7 3 10�9 mm 2), (Nymark et al., 2012; Woodruff et al., 2004). It is important to note that the use of this equation

assumes that there was no pigment regeneration.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Production of 11cROL and 11cRAL from atROL by RGR and RDH10 co-expressing cells in 470 nm light was analyzed by one-way

ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc analysis. Each bar represents n = 3 plates of transfected cells. Data represent mean ± SD; n.s., not

significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The action spectrum of bovine RGR with bovine RHD10 was analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc analysis. Each

bar represents n = 3 plates of transfected cells. Data represent mean ± SD; n.s., not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

RGR knockout mousemicrosome photoisomerase activity was analyzed by one-way ANOVAwith Tukey’s post hoc analysis. Each

bar represents n = 3 samples of microsomes. Data represent mean ± SD; n.s., not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Differences in sensitivity and maximum amplitude of physiological recordings were tested with two-factor ANOVA including inter-

actions. For Figures 5 and 7 we compared responses at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes; and for Figure 6, at 5, 15, 30 and 60minutes. The

values of the reported probabilities p for these comparisons are given in the figure legends. The p values for interactionwere uniformly

greater than 0.1 and not significant.
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